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 Follow these steps to find your note serial number. All pictures of Euro coins are CC by " Jean-Claude Boulonnière" Step 1 1. The Euro Coin's serial number is found at the upper left-hand side of your note. It is sometimes referred to as a "I.D" number or "SN" ( serial number ). 2. The Euro Currency note serial number for all major Euro coins is composed of three capital letters ( A, B, C ) and a
four digit number, all in capitals, separated by hyphens ( - ). 3. Euro coins values of Coins Euro Coins Values 4. Euro Coin Values Chart: How much is in? 5. In some cases (especially in the UK), the coin's name is printed in addition to the serial number. Step 2 1. This is very easy to do. Just locate the serial number and write it down on a piece of paper. 2. Find the serial number of the currency note
you want to redeem using the steps above. The numbers usually start with a "2" or a "5" depending on the series. Step 3 1. Make a note of the serial number that you found in the previous step. Step 4 1. Find this serial number on the "Euro coin's values" sheet and in the square or box marked "Euro Coin." 2. Cross off the serial number you found in the first step. You do not need to cross off "5" if it

was the serial number you found in the first step. 3. Write the serial number of your note on the form below and sign. 4. The serial number you wrote on the form will be the serial number of your note. Step 5 1. The Euro notes are sent to the Euro Zone Bank by post. Once they arrive at the bank, they are ready for redemption. 2. The serial number of your note should now be written on the certificate
of redemption. 3. Print this certificate. The certificate will have your note's serial number on it. 4. Take the certificate to a branch of your bank. They will be able to give you information on your redemption. You will be able to either go to a bank branch 82157476af
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